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Another year, another NAMM show – but NAMM is now quite different from what 
it used to be when I started attending shows 30 years ago. It’s still very focused 
on the music business, but as the business – and the music makers and their 
processes – have evolved, so has the show. If this report sounds a lot like an 
AES show report, well, it is. Many of the audio equipment manufacturers who 
wouldn’t dream of messing with NAMM’s spandex and spiked hair attendees 
have now made NAMM their primary US show for new products – oh, and the 
spandex and spiked hair has either drifted away entirely or congregated to areas 
of the show where I didn’t venture due to the cacophony and high volumes.  
 
While in the past, nearly all of NAMM class sessions and panels were related to 
music merchandising, this year there were three separate training programs 
dealing with technical topics as well as industry topics, many oriented toward the 
content creators rather than (or in addition to) the merchandisers. And, without 
getting too political about it, there was a greater than ever recognition of the 
accomplishments and successes of women in the music industry, with the goal to 
encourage women that there are more paths to success than being the “chick 
singer.”   
 
So – on to the stuff. 
 
 
Mixers, Consoles, and Things You Can See From There 
 
This seemed to be a pretty good year for hardware mixers. What used to be the 
centerpiece of any recording studio has, with the advent of the computer DAW 
(Digital Audio Workstation), pretty much vanished from the control room. But it 
seems that the pendulum has started to swing back to a more hands-on 
approach – with modern components and manufacturing techniques, button and 
knob laden consoles, while mostly smaller than the 96-fader battleships of the 
past, are now available to studios with a modest budget. Perhaps sitting in front 
of a console will encourage more engineers mix more like they’re playing a 
musical instrument than doing surgical trims that too often take the human 
element out of music.  
 
I mentioned the Solid State Logic Origin in my 2019 AES show report, but 
because of the mob scene around it for most of the show, I didn’t get a very good 
tour of it. At this show, I had some one-on-one time with one of the SSL folks and 
recognized some of the Origin’s nifty features. It’s big – 36 channels with two 
inputs and two faders per channel, 16 subgroup buses and a master stereo bus. 
While all of the channel path circuitry is analog, the Origin’s internal signal routing 



is done under digital control, with a number of useful pre-programmed routings 
that would otherwise require a patchbay. One example relies on the fact that the 
“small fader,” the one often used as a channel output level control, has its own 
channel insert. Parallel compression is implemented by inserting a compressor in 
the small fader’s path, then routing that fader’s output back to the channel path. 
The small fader then adjusts the amount of compressed signal being added to 
the direct channel signal.  
 
How do they make it for $50,000? Well, for one thing, it doesn’t have moving 
faders nor does it serve as a control surface for the DAW. Beyond the basic EQ 
(which is likely adequate for most tasks – it’s SSL of course) and the famous SSL 
Bus Compressor, there are two racks for 500-series modules built into the center 
area of the console, with patching in and out of the modules controlled by the 
console’s digital router. That’s where you put all your boutique preamps and 
vintage equalizers, press a few buttons, and they’re patched in where you need 
them. And, dammit!, I still forgot to ask about input and output connectors and 
there are no pictures or manual on the web site yet.  
https://www.solidstatelogic.com/studio/ORIGIN 
 
As I passed the APB Dynasonics booth, I saw a familiar looking rack mount 
console. It looked just like a Crest that I often borrowed for on-location work in 
the 1980s. APB has a long and interesting history dating back to the 1960s. The 
part that’s significant to this report is that in 1991, Chuck Augustowski, who 
started APB, helped get Crest, a power amplifier manufacturer, into the console 
business. When Peavey Electronics bought Crest in 1998, they wanted the 

amplifiers, but not the mixers, so 
the Crest consoles fell by the 
wayside. APB managed to stay 
above water and produced the 
ProSpec line of sound 
contracting products, and in 
2019, attracted an investor with 
enough money so that they 
could get mixers going again.  
 
So here we have the APB 
ProRack-House H1020. 
In the 1990s, Crest made a 20-
input tabletop or rack mount 
mixer was an upsell to the 
Mackie 1604, a very popular 
console of the day. By today’s 
standards, that venerable 
Mackie would be too big for a 
desktop and too small for a full-
out analog studio. But with more 



recordists coming “out of the box,” small format consoles are coming back again, 
bringing real faders and analog summing to their digital workflow.  
 
The H1020 offers 12 mono mic/line inputs and 4 stereo or dual mono line inputs, 
four subgroup buses, variable low-cut filters, 4-band EQ on the mono input 
channels and 3-band on the stereo channels, six auxiliary sends switchable in 
pairs to be fed pre or post fader, and 100 mm faders. That old Crest really 
sounded good, and with essentially the same circuitry in the new version, it’s 
worth a look. 
https://apb-dynasonics.com/ 
 
At last year’s show, I was invited backstage of the Korg booth to see a close-to-
finished small format mixer designed for Korg by Greg Mackie and Peter Watts. 
Greg, of course, originated Mackie Engineering, and near the end of the last 
century when I worked there, Peter headed up the engineering department. Both 
have been doing other things for a while, but kept “the team” together and 
continued designing products for other companies. A few of years back they did 
the Touchmix digital consoles for QSC, and then last year stepped up when Korg 
decided they wanted an analog mixing console to add to their growing line of 
studio products.  
 
The Korg Soundlink is a hybrid mixer in the sense that it has an analog signal 
flow but with some digital control, digital effects courtesy of Korg, and a digital 
graphic equalizer with companion spectrum analyzer in line with the main 
outputs. It comes in two sizes, the MW-2408 with 24 inputs on 16 faders (8 mono 
mic/line and 8 stereo), and the MW-1608 with 8 mono and 4 stereo inputs. Both 
feature four stereo subgroup buses and four independent mute groups as well as 
independent mute switches on each channel. These mixers are quite applicable 
to live sound work with features such as 
an automatic feedback controller, ten 
global scene memories, and storable 
settings for effects, dynamics, and graphic 
EQ. They’re also aiming for small studio 
with features like talkback and dedicated 
headphone outputs.  
 
One place where I think they missed the 
boat here is in USB connectivity. When I 
saw the preview version last year, the 
plan was to have the ability to record the 
main stereo output to a flash memory 
card. I reminded them that many 
competing mixers have grown the ability 
to record direct outputs from all channels 
for later mixdown. I didn’t see a card slot 
on the model on the show floor, though 



there’s a USB connector for recording a stereo output and a stereo return to the 
last stereo channel. Live, this could be used for a backing track or break music, 
or in the studio as a DAW mix return for overdubbing, but you can’t record your 
show as one track per mic and mix it later on.   
https://www.korg.com/us/products/drs/mw_2408_1608/ 
 
Behringer used to have a big booth at the NAMM show, but they haven’t 
exhibited for the past several years. I expected them to be there to debut their 
new digital console, the Wing, and it was indeed there, at the booth of one of 
Behringer’s distributors. They received it the day before the show opened and 
didn’t have it connected to anything, but we could push buttons, move faders, 
and watch the decent sized touch screen. One feature that grabbed me right off 
is that the screen is mounted so that it can tilt back and forth, making it easy to 
read either sitting or standing. The faders are motorized, with touch-sensitive 
buttons and rotary encoders all over the surface – clearly intended for hands-on 
operation. And before I forget, the faders, as well as transport controls, support 
the Mackie Control and HUI protocols, so it can serve as a DAW control surface 
as well as an audio mixer. Faders are in groups of 12, 8, and 4, each with its own 
layering and function.  
 

It’s a 48 input console, 
though all of the inputs can 
be stereo as well as mono, 
so it could be a 96-channel 
console, but you’ll have to 
build most of those inputs. 
There are eight mic/line 
inputs with Midas preamps 
and eight balanced XLR 
analog outputs, along with 
three AES50 ports input 

and output expansion. The Wing uses the concept of sources rather than 
channel inputs. As I understand it, gozintas aren’t hard-wired to channels as they 
are in a conventional console. Plug in a mic and it becomes a “source” to the 
console. If it’s the lead vocal, you can identify it as such, and then assign it to 
whatever channel strip or other signal path you choose. It’s sort of like having a 
full patchbay on all the inputs. Certain parameters travel with the source, for 
instance operating level (mic or line), phantom powering, mono or stereo so if 
your source is stereo, it knows to configure the channel to which you assign it as 
a stereo channel. It’s not so weird, just a different way of thinking.  
 
Of course there’s a full course of signal processing for every input and output 
path, and plenty of effects. Operation is typical for a digital console – select a 
channel and everything you can tweak in that channel pops up on the touch 
screen, and certain switches and encoders become active for dedicated 
functions. The digital guts appear to be 44.1 or 48 kHz, 40 bit floating point, with 



input-to-output latency being around 1 msec. It might not be the best choice for 
recording a chorus of birds or bats, but there will be gobs of what serves as 
headroom in the digital world. It’ll be a while before the Wing hits the street, and 
Behringer isn’t, at least as of yet, planning for it to replace the X2 series that have 
been in service for several years now.  
https://www.behringer.com/Categories/Behringer/Mixers/Digital/WING/p/P0BV2 
  
 
TASCAM has added another model in their series of small format 
recorder/mixers that include the Model 24 and 16. The new Model 12 is similar in 
concept and appearance. With 12 input channels, its feature set is aimed more at 
the small production studio or podcaster working in a DAW environment. Like its 
bigger siblings, in addition to its mixer features, it serves as a 12 channel USB 
interface for DAW recording and playback. It also functions as a 12-track 
recorder, recording directly to an SD card (playback into the mixer is limited to 10 
channels).  

 
The on-board recorder offers 
overdub and punch-in 
capabilities, so a lot of 
production work can be done 
independent of a computer. It 
also offers DAW integration, a 
function lacking in the larger 
models. Using Mackie Control 
or HUI protocol, it provides a 
physical control surface for 
fader, pan, mute, track arming, 
and transport controls. There 
are 8 mic preamps with 

phantom power, 10 line inputs counted as 6 mono and two stereo, with channels 
9/10 offering Bluetooth and stereo mini-jack inputs as well as the standard line 
inputs. Each channel has a 3-band equalizer, one-knob compressor, and low-cut 
filter. In addition to the main and two auxiliary outputs, there are two headphone 
outputs with individual level controls. It even has a click track generator with a 
button for tap-tempo setting. There’s the usual compliment of effects. Digital 
recording capability is 44.1 or 48 kHz at 24-bit resolution.  
https://tascam.com/us/product/model_12/feature 
 
PreSonus introduced a USB-C connected version of their AR series analog 
mixers, the AR8c, AR12c, and AR16c. The numbers refer to the number of input 
channels, with a couple of bonuses, and feature multitrack recording and 
playback using an SD memory card. With all of these mixers, the number of 
channels, number of inputs, and number of faders are expressed in various ways 
given that some of the inputs are mono mic/line/instrument, some are stereo line 
level only, some stereo channels also offer a single mic input, and the last 



channel of all of the mixers in this series 
is stereo with a mini jack, a pair of RCA 
jacks, and a built-in Bluetooth receiver. A 
single switch controls phantom power on 
all mic inputs.  
 
The USB-c port provides a multi-channel 
audio interface at up to 24-bit, 96 kHz 
sample rate. All of the input channels plus 
the stereo mix can be recorded, with four 
playback streams returning to the mixer 
for monitoring. While the chassis 
connector is USB-c, the protocol is USB 
2.0 meaning that you can connect it to a 
legacy USB 2 port using an adapter. 
Channels can be assigned to the single internal effects bus, where they’re routed 
to the effect processor, which returns to the main stereo bus. Alternatively, a 
channel can be assigned to either or both auxiliary buses for processing with 
external hardware.  
https://www.presonus.com/products/StudioLive-AR-Hybrid-Mixers 
 
 
Interfaces 
 
RME has updated their now iconic Babyface desktop USB audio interface. The 
Babyface Pro FS has a redesigned input section that improves the S/N ratio of 
the mic inputs by about 1.5 dB and line inputs by about 2 dB. A new A/D 
converter reduces the conversion latency by an additional 6 samples, making the 
total throughput latency (analog in to analog out) an impressive 12 samples. 
Additionally, a switch was added to reduce the monitor output level down by 15 
dB to get better gain structure with some active monitors. 
 
RME has adopted AVB as their audio-over-IP protocol of choice and introduced a 
new 12Mic, a 12-input mic preamp with AVB and MADI outputs. All of the XLR 
inputs accept mic or line level signals, with inputs 1-4 on XLR-1/4” combo 
connectors that can be switched to high impedance instrument DI inputs. There 
are also three ADAT optical outputs that support all 12 channels at 96 kHz 

sample rate, and there’s a front 
panel headphone jack. 
Everything can be digitally 
controlled over the network from 
an application with a small front 
panel control section for local 
operation.   

https://www.rme-usa.com/12mic.html 
 



 
Apogee introduced the Symphony 
Desktop USB interface, bringing their 
high end Symphony technology to a 
desktop format. Details are kind of 
sketchy at the moment – they didn’t 
actually have one up and running at 
the show, only a sort of slideshow on 
its large top panel display, but it offers 
two mic preamps incorporating 
Apogee’s Alloy DSP emulation of an 
assortment of well known preamps. There’s a front panel jack for a high 
impedance instrument DI input and two headphone outputs – a ¼” jack on the 
front and a mini jack on the rear. Additional digital I/O is offered through S/PDIF 
and ADAT optical ports, pushing the I/O count to 10 inputs and, counting the 
headphone jacks, 14 outputs. It should be available (along with more details) in 
the spring. 
https://apogeedigital.com/products/symphony-desktop 
 
Last year, Solid State Logic introduced their SiX, a small format desktop mixer 
and USB interface. Hot on its tail is the 2 and 2+ desktop 24-bit 192 kHz USB 
interface. Apparently SSL wants to get their name and products into the hands of 

those who can benefit from their good 
analog design but don’t need a room-
sized console. Both models offer two 
mic preamps with independent 
switches for phantom power, line level, 
or instrument DI. The 2 has a single 
headphone output and stereo 
main/monitor outputs. The 2+ adds a 
second independent headphone 
output, an additional pair of 
unbalanced outputs, plus MIDI I/O. A 
button in the input section adds some 

analog flavor of the SSL 4000 series console mic preamps. Introductory price for 
the 2 is 200 bucks, with the 2+ about $75 more. That’s quite a bargain if all you 
need is a little I/O. With SSL’s reputation on the line, while there are no published 
specs yet, it’s bound to be pretty darn good. 
https://www2.solidstatelogic.com/news/studio 
 
 
PreSonus showed a new Thunderbolt 3 interface, the Quantum 2626, a 26-in, 
26-out interface with 24-bit resolution and sample rates up to 192 kHz and 
claiming input-to-output latency of less than 1 ms. There are 8 PreSonus X-Max 
mic preamps on the front panel with combo XLR connectors, the first two being 
mic/instrument inputs, the last six being mic/line inputs. The rest of those 26 



inputs are counted as two ADAT optical ports and a coax (RCA) S/PDIF input, so 
you only have the full input count at 44.1 or 48 kHz sample rate. Outputs are ¼” 
TRS jacks for eight balanced line level outputs and a pair of balanced Main 

outputs, S/PDIF output and a pair of ADAT optical outputs. There’s also MIDI in 
and out, word clock in and out, two front panel headphone jacks with 
independent volume controls, and line level insert send and return jacks for 
channels 1 and 2. This is a workhorse interface with no fancy frills, no metering 
other than a signal present and clip LED adjacent to the gain controls for the 
analog inputs, and phantom power is switched as two groups of four inputs.  
https://www.presonus.com/products/Quantum-2626 
  
 
Is it an interface? Is it a DAW controller? PreSonus’ 
new ioSTATION24c is a two channel 24-bit 192 kHz 
USB audio interface grafted on to their FaderPort 
DAW controller and single fader in a desktop box.  
 
The FaderPort has been around for some time and 
now comes in an 8- and 16-fader version as well as 
the original single fader model. It speaks Mackie 
Control and HUI, so it interfaces easily with most 
DAW programs. The ioSTATION24’s audio input 
section consists of two PreSonus xMax preamps for 
mic, line, or instrument DI inputs with a single 
phantom power switch for both inputs. There’s a 
pair of line level main outputs as well as a 
headphone output, with each having its own level 
control, and a blend control between input and DAW playback for monitoring 
while overdubbing.  
https://www.presonus.com/products/ioStation-24c 
 
 
Mic Preamps 

 
With so many out there, I thought I’d 
focus here on a few retro designs, and 
where better to start than with Retro 
Instruments, re-creator of the Gates 
Sta-Level compressor/limiter several 
years ago. Retro packed the mic input 
stage of the Sta-Level into a new 500 
Series module and branded it the 



500PRE. Note the input and output transformers and the three 12AT7 tubes. At 
normal mic input levels, it give a tube-vibe to an otherwise fairly clean output, but 
when driven hard with a line level signal, it works as a serious phat generator. 
The Low/High gain switch offers 45 dB or 75 dB of gain respectively, with two of 
the three tubes providing the amplification at the low gain setting and the third 
tube providing the extra 30 dB at the high gain setting. It draws slightly more 
current than the official VPR-spec 130 mA, so you’ll need a rack with a bit heftier 
than minimum power supply than  for it.   
http://retroinstruments.com/product.php?product_id=500PRE 
 
 
Before API designed their own op amp modules, they used 
one from Melcor, a name you’ll recognize if you’re into 
vintage consoles. Tom Hilbe of T.H.E. Company has re-
created the 1967 Melcor op amp and built the Mo67 
500-series mic preamp around it. It’s pretty straightforward -  
transformer balanced output, unspecified gain, with input 
impedance switchable between 300 and 1200 ohms. The 
front panel includes a high impedance DI input, a 6-step 
LED meter, and a detented gain control. 
 
Also, coming soon from Hilbe is the Mo 5 preamp with an 
interesting history. Hilbe restored a console from Motown 
studios, house built around 1965 (story is that it came out of 
storage from Bob Olhsson’s garage in 2008) and, with what he learned from that 
project, designed a 500-series module using a 709 op amp as in the original 
console, a new Jensen output transformer, and a Beyer input transformer. 
Coming soon, production limited to 900 units, limited by the sources of vintage 
parts.  
https://www.tomhilbe.com/mo67 
 
 
The ISA (Input Signal Amplifier) mic preamp was originally designed for the 
Focusrite Forte console of the 1980s and Focusrite has continued putting out 
preamps in several formats based around the original ISA design up through 
today. At this show, they introduced the ISA828 Mark II, a 2-space rack mount 

unit with eight ISA 
preamps, of which 
the first four have 
front panel high 
impedance 
instrument DI 

inputs, and all are switchable to line level on ¼” jacks. Analog outputs are on a 
25-pin D-sub connector, I presume TASCAM (AES59-2012) pinout. While 
Focusrite’s preamps have always been analog in and out, the new ISA828 MkII 
has a slot for an optional 8-channel A/D converter card, the ISA ADN8. It features 



AES3, ADAT optical, and Dante digital outputs as well as word clock in and out. 
They also introduced a similar 2-channel A/D card for the ISA One preamp.  
https://pro.focusrite.com/category/mic-pres/item/isa-828-mkii 
 
 
Microphones 
 
At last year’s NAMM show, Eric Heiserman introduced a new U-47 FET style 
microphone, and later in the year came out with a 3-pattern U-47 tube style mic. 
This year he was back with a new mic of his own design, the Type-19. The body 
design and features are original, and the 
capsule is his HK-47 switchable between 
cardioid and figure-8 patterns. His idea was 
to create a versatile sounding mic that 
could be tucked into tight spaces and 
rugged enough to survive a stray drum 
stick. It’s not on his web site yet, but it got a 
lot of praise given how poor a listening 
environment headphones on a trade show 
floor is, so it’s worth keeping track of if mics 
are your thing. 
https://heisermanaudio.com/ 
  
Speaking of listening to mics on headphones at trade shows, I was chatting with 
Mark Fouxman of Samar Microphones, whose booth was just across the aisle 
from Austrian Audio’s (see my 2019 AES show report for more on them). Mark 
said he’s never heard one of their mics, so we walked over to Austrian’s booth 
together, he put on a set of headphones (Austrian Audio was introducing their 
new headphones at the show) – spoke into the mic, and proclaimed it way too 
sibilant. I put on the headphones, listened to his voice, and I concurred. So out of 
curiosity, he went back to his booth, got a pair of Fostex T50 headphones that he 
was using for his demos there, replaced the Austrian phones with his, and 
thought the mic sounded quite good. Not to hijack the microphone track here, but 
it seems that Austrian’s new headphones need to find their niche. 
 
 
There’s lots of interest in Ambisonic/spatial/3D audio, likely in support of 
immersive sound and virtual reality production, and hence there are a few new 
mic entries in this game. The Spatial Mic from Voyage Audio is a second order 
(eight capsules instead of the basic four) Ambisonic mic. The mic incorporates a 
preamp and 8-channel A/D converter with USB-c output and appears to any 
multichannel audio recording program as an 8-output audio device. There’s also 
an ADAT Optical output that could be handy in the studio if you have an audio 
interface with an ADAT expansion port that you aren’t using. And, handy for field 
use, the mic has a mini headphone jack fed from an internal processor that 



produces a binaural output from the capsule array. They’ve tested it with a 
couple of iOS and Android mobile recording apps and it works there, too. 
 

The knob and LED ring serve multiple purposes, 
cycling through modes by pressing the knob. In 
Metering mode, it can display the L-R stereo mix or 
the output level of each of the capsules, with the LEDs 
indicating clipping by switching from green to red. In 
the Mic Gain mode, it adjusts the preamp gain ahead 
of the A/D converter. Mix mode allows you to mix in a 
stereo playback from the DAW with the binaural 
monitoring output of the live mic. This is a common 
feature in audio interfaces, and while I don’t expect 
this mic to be used in an overdub situation, it’s there if 
you need it. Finally, another press of the knob turns it 
into a headphone volume control.  
 

There’s an app for this - a couple of them, actually. One gives you full spatial 
control of the mic’s output so you can aim it in post-production. It also converts 
the capsule outputs to first or second order ambisonics for use in an immersive 
production workflow. There’s also a remote control app handy for field work. It 
seems to be well thought out and, from the headphone demo, sounds pretty 
good. It’s 900 bucks with the shock mount (from Rycote) another $80.  
https://voyage.audio    
 
Another 3D microphone is the Barnaby 
from 3D Audio. Engineer Jeff Gold, in his 
quest for a microphone that sounds exactly 
like you’re there, developed this one. He 
actually has two versions, differing in 
frequency response and price. The 
standard model (3 Hz – 30 kHz) is $5,000, 
the Ultra model with extension up to 50 kHz 
is $7500. He offers a rental package for 
those who don’t need one all the time. It’s pretty big, housed in a blimp 18 inches 
end to end and 5 inches in diameter. I was impressed that in his recording from a 
California wildfire command post, sounds actually came from behind.  
 
Interestingly, in response to a question in his FAQ about how best to monitor 
what it was recording, he wrote: “Since Barnaby records exactly what you hear 
yourself, simply monitoring without headphones the actual sound environment 
where the microphone is placed is the best way to know in advance exactly what 
a recording will sound like.”  Now, that’s confidence, as long as you keep an eye 
on the record level meters to assure a good level. The mic’s two-channel output 
is processed in software to provide the 3D output.  
https://3d.audio 



 
 

When I worked with Mackie in 1999-2000, I 
encouraged them, as a nearly full-service 
studio gear supplier, to add microphones to 
their product line. It took ‘em a while, but now 
they’ve done it. This NAMM they introduced 
the EleMent series, currently consisting of 
three microphones, the EM-89D dynamic vocal 
mic, the EM-91C large diaphragm cardioid 
condenser mic, and the EM-USB, a USB mic, 
at $70, $80, and $150 respectively. The 
EM-USB follows the typical format for a 
podcasting mic – a side-address cardioid 
condenser capsule, a built in audio interface, 

and a headphone jack for monitoring and playback. The two knobs on the body 
control mic gain and headphone volume.  
https://mackie.com/blog/element-series-microphones 
 
 
PreSonus added a new smallish (3/4”) capsule 
mic, the PM-2, to their stable. It sells as a 
matched pair for $129 including the stereo 
mounting bar, but not the stand shown in this 
photo. A couple of the folks I know there who 
know what acoustic guitars sound like told me 
that they sound good, and that’s a perfectly 
reasonable application for mics like this. 
There’s no data on them yet and they didn’t 
have any hooked up to listen to, but at that 
price, they’re bound to be useful enough to 
have around.  
https://www.presonus.com/products/PM-2 
 
 
 

Feasts For Your Ears 
 
About a dozen years back, a time when in-ear 
monitoring on stage was new, hot, and expensive, 
Sensaphonics, a major supplier of in-ear earphones, 
came up with a solution to a problem that bugged 
stage performers using in-ear monitors. Because their 
earphone mixes are derived from close mics, the mix 
gave too great of an isolated feeling. Sensaphonics 
added a mic to the belt pack, allowing the performer 



to blend some stage and hall sound in with the direct mix. At the show, ASI Audio 
showed an updated version of Sensaphonics’ original design, adding true 
binaural ambience from a mic embedded in each earpiece. A smart phone app 
allows the user to adjust the amount of ambient sound, the volume and balance 
of the console mix, and apply a custom equalization curve to taste. Each ear can 
be adjusted individually. Good news, too, that, while still not cheap – these are 
really high quality and roadworthy in-ear phones - the ASI system costs 
substantially less than the old Sensaphonics rig.  
https://asiaudio.com/pages/3dme 
  
 
FIR Audio opened my eyes to a job that I never realized existed, but one that’s 
certainly important, particularly for large touring and stage shows. For lack of a 
better name, I’ll call it “IEM Tech.”  
 

FIR Audio makes a series of tools for testing and 
maintaining in-ear earphones. Among their products is a 
vacuum cleaning system to suck accumulated ear wax out 
of the earpieces, a cable tester that accommodates all of 
the currently used connectors on both the earpiece and 
output ends (shown here), and an electro-acoustic 
analyzer that generates an end-to-end frequency response 
plot of an in-ear phone (coming soon). I can see this as 
being a valuable check-up tool to find problems before a 
performer does. They have three different vacuum 
cleaners ranging from a heavy duty one with the capacity 

to clean out a batch of earphones at the end of the workday, a less expensive 
one sized for a couple of club musicians, and a light-duty model for casual/home 
users. They also offer storage cases that absorb accumulated moisture, one of 
which includes a heating element.  
https://www.firaudio.com/store 
 
There were too many exhibitors showing new headphones and in-ear phones to 
even try to list. You can see them other places. 
 
 
Software and Prototypeware 
 
Rather than trying to sort out the dozens of new plug-ins that I probably don’t 
understand anyway, here are some interesting things to look forward to.  
 
Inspired Acoustics from Budapest, Hungary has been offering up impulse sample 
sets of famous halls and pipe organs for a while now, but this year at NAMM, 
they showed a new product, Inspirata, that they call a reverb workstation. Using 
their concert hall models, they’ve measured far more characteristics of 
reverberation than the typical reverb time, early reflections, and damping. For 



example, reverberation time can’t be described by a single number so they offer 
many adjustable parameters that contribute to how sound decays in a space 
such as frequency range, position, and width of the source (a solo singer or an 
orchestra). There’s a characteristic called clarity that describes how reverberation 
muddies up the source, and they provide a way to tune clarity independent of 
reverb time. It’s a real tweaker’s paradise, and Inspirata’s parameters can be 
automated from a DAW so that you can automate how reverberation changes as 
a source moves around the room. Of course Inspirata supports multi-channel 
sound, more suited for the sound designer and film music and dialog mixer than 
the average recording studio. It’s not a plug-in that runs on your DAW computer, 
but rather, they have a hardware box that does the computations. No price yet, 
but I suspect it’s an “if you have to ask” sort of thing. No information in the web 
site yet other than a “Buy” button that goes to nowhere, but I suspect that they’ll 
have s description up fairly soon. 
https://inspiredacoustics.com/en 
 
 
Perfect Groove from Rebeat Innovation is my pick hit of the show even though 
it’s yet unfinished. As it stands now (release date soon) it’s an aid to cutting a 
lacquer master. You load your digital master file into the program and it simulates 
the movement of the cutting stylus over the full surface of the disk from lead-in to 

lead-out. It detects and flags 
areas where there may be a 
problem with the cut such as 
excessive stylus velocity or 
groove geometry - too wide, too 
deep, or too shallow. Some of 
these problems could damage 
the cutter head or make a disk 
that will throw the playing stylus 
out of the groove. You can listen 
to a simulated playback and hear 

the effect of the problem areas as well as the things that are characteristic of a 
disk such as reduced high frequency headroom near the center. It’s in essence 
like making a test cut without having to waste a lacquer blank. You can zoom in 
on the picture to see some of the details. 
 
This tool could be useful to the cutting shop, but they’re thinking that the place to 
apply it is in the post-mix mastering process. The mastering engineer can fix 
potential cutting problems prior to sending the file off to be cut, rather than 
leaving the solution to the cutting engineer who might do something that will 
change your finely crafted mix.. 
 
But wait! There’s more! 
 



Rebeat didn’t invent this program to help mastering and cutting engineers. In 
fact, it’s fallout from their real project and product, HD Vinyl - badly named, I 
think, since it’s neither HD (in the sense that we know it) nor is it vinyl. It replaces 
not only the lacquer cutting process, but also the intermediate steps in making a 
stamper from the lacquer master. What they’re doing, presently in the lab, is 
using a laser to cut a ceramic blank, making the stamper in one step. In addition 
to eliminating the inaccuracy introduced by making multiple electroplated nickel 
parts, it assures digital accuracy from the studio master, saves time, and does its 
part to save the environment by not having to dispose of plating solutions. Their 
intent is to make a stamper that can go directly into a standard record press so 
the pressing plant doesn’t need new equipment or new procedures.  
http://perfectgroove.com/ 
 
 
United Audio’s LUNA got a lot of buzz at the show and on the forums. There are 
a number of interpretations of what it is and what it isn’t, ranging from “Pro Tools 
Killer” to [shrug].  
 
My first impression of Luna came from their press conference at NAMM. Initially I 
thought that it was a multi-channel virtual console based around a virtual Neve 
channel strip running on the DSP engine in the UA Apollo interface, with a couple 
virtual instruments and a Studer multitrack tape deck simulator thrown in for good 
measure. That's quite incorrect, as I learned after spending some time with one 
of the reps a couple of days later when things slowed down at their booth. It is 
pretty much of a DAW, but they aren’t ready to call it that yet. I’m not sure why 
not, because it seems to have all the basics of a DAW covered. For now, they’re 
calling it a “full featured audio recording and music reproduction system,” with the 
system consisting of a UA Apollo or Arrow Thunderbolt audio interface, the LUNA 
application, LUNA extensions (the tape deck and a couple of other famous 
analog effects planned), and the LUNA instruments, which currently include a 
Minimoog Model D, a grand piano, and a synthesizer.  
 
Their goal is to provide the traditional console-and-recorder analog workflow. 
Because it’s closely integrated with the Apollo’s controls and signal routing, those 
can appear right on the console. Since it knows what an Apollo can do, it knows 
how many channels are available, and provides a control on the console for 
everything that can be controlled remotely - preamp gain, phantom power, 
monitor volume control, talkback, etc. A typical analog workflow would be to 
assign the Apollo’s mic preamp output to the input of the Studer tape deck, and 
then assign the tape deck’s output to the console channel. Since the Apollo 
offers several preamp and equalizer models, you’d have your choice of preamps, 
and could feed the console either pre- or post EQ, all from the console GUI. 
  
LUNA runs native (that would be a Mac), not on the Apollo brains. It provides the 
familiar track/waveform view for tracking and editing, and plug-ins, both 
UA-powered and native pop up on tracks just like they do on any other DAW. 



You can edit with it, but I didn't explore all of the tools. Not being a regular Pro 
Tools user, I can't compare the two, but the UA guys freely admit that it's still a 
work in progress and real release version is still many months away. They're 
offering it free right now to those who have the hardware it's designed around so 
they can get some user feedback and, of course, drum up some interest in the 
UA hardware. 
 
Since most interfaces on the market today include a free copy of some DAW 
program – something to get you started if you’re not already using a DAW – UA 
is looking at LUNA as their starter (and hopefully stick-with-it) recording 
application to include with an interface. While most users start out with less 
expensive hardware and move up to something in the Apollo class after they’ve 
gained some experience, perhaps UA hopes that by offering a complete system 
based around top quality hardware, they can put more of their gear into the 
hands of beginners. I think that's a fair marketing approach, but not the only one, 
though some buyers might be concerned about putting time into learning 
software that’s integrated with specific hardware. Remember that Pro Tools used 
to run only on their own hardware, and it didn’t take long before users wished 
they could take advantage of new interfaces that sounded better than what Pro 
Tools supported. When Pro Tools finally opened up to non-Avid hardware, that 
opened the door to Pro Tools to users who already had a good system but 
needed to be compatible with what was becoming the dominant DAW.  
 
Seeing how UA has progressed in the past, my sense is that by the time LUNA is 
ready for the rest of the world, it will be ported to Windows and, if not universal, 
at least be compatible with UA’s Windows-compatible interfaces - two at this 
time, the Apollo Twin USB and Apollo Firewire. It’ll be interesting to see how this 
goes. 
https://www.uaudio.com/luna 
 
 
Musical Stuff 
 
I poked around the musical instrument sections of the show less than usual this 
year, mostly due to the cacophony, but I did run across a couple of things that 
were interesting. Gibson had a big management change last year, ditching some 
of the branches that the previous management had brought into the company 
and getting back to their roots of building high quality stringed instruments. I 
asked a few of the booth staff how the change has affected them, and 
universally, the answers were very positive. Part of this year’s exhibit was a 
number of their working craftsmen at work – builders, repairmen, and pearl 
workers, all happy to talk about their craft. There was a section devoted to the 
iconic, and still current, J45 acoustic guitar with a display of its variants over the 
years. My first good guitar was a used J45 for which I traded an outboard motor 
in around 1962. Since it had a mahogany top, I was always curious about its 
history. I spoke to the de facto J45 historian and learned that this was a World 



War II production instrument when they were told to make guitars out of whatever 
wood they could get. While Gibson had a bad rap in many circles in recent years, 
I think they’ve earned back their respect.  
 
A MIDI harmonica controller? How cool can that be? The Lekholm Instruments 
DM48 is a breath controller with the form factor of a 12-hole chromatic harmonica 
with a button that serves as the slide on the reed instrument. Its selling points are 
that it didn’t have to sound like a harmonica, and that it could be played silently 
for practice or composing. It has a built-in editor for transposing into any key (so 
you can play it where it’s comfortable), and its MIDI output is via USB so indeed 
a DM48 and a smart phone with loaded with some virtual instruments could 
indeed make a handy practice or performance setup.  
 

As expressive an instrument as a 
harmonica can be, I was a bit surprised 
that, while it can sense pressure 
variations to control volume and play 
with some dynamics, its ability to bend 
notes is limited. Using its built-in editor, 
you can set a fixed amount of pitch bend 
at a set pressure, but because these are 
acoustic properties, you can’t get tonal 

changes by changing the shape of your mouth or overblowing, though it could be 
possible to set up a foot pedal controlling the virtual instrument in order to get 
those sort of effects. While I didn’t see anyone demonstrating it live while I was at 
the booth, listening to a few of the demos on the web site suggested to me that I 
couldn’t sell one to James Cotton or Junior Wells, but Howard Levy might be 
fascinated.  
http://lekholminstruments.com/ 
 
 
What would a NAMM show be without bizarre looking 
guitars? Here’s one from steampunk guitar builder 
Martper of Spain. This one hints of the DeLorian in the 
film Back To The Future. The display next to the pickups 
lights up, the meter moves. The key pad is for entering 
the past, present and future years, though that’s all for 
show – it doesn’t switch pickups or change tone. He had 
another one on display that had clock faces and gears all 
over it. There’s quite a variety on the web site, and, 
whether they suit your taste or not, they appear to be nicely built hand-crafted 
instruments.  
https://www.martperguitars.com/ 
 
 

 



And finally, something practical – a guitar capo with a built-in tuner. As you pluck 
the strings, an LED on the handle of this capo from Jowoom illuminates to 
indicate the note, while the two on either side show whether you’re sharp or flat. 

They disappear when the string is in tune. 
The LEDs wrap around so that it’s easy to 
see them whether you’re looking down 
toward the floor or looking toward the 
headstock. The only catch is that it displays 
the actual note, so when you’re capoed up 
three frets, don’t expect the top string to be 

E, but rather G. When it’s not clamping strings on the fingerboard, it clamps to 
the headstock so you can use it to tune open strings. It’s not on their web site 
yet, so I couldn’t steal a better picture showing the LEDs on, and I wasn’t fast 
enough with the camera to catch them in action. I’m not sure if you can buy one 
yet or how much it costs, but I thought it was cool enough to include here. I 
usually use a tuner app on my phone when I need it, but this one seems really 
nifty. 
https://www.jowoom.com 
 
 
The End 
 
I wish I could say that’s all, folks, but I’m sure I saw a few other things that I’d like 
to report on, if only I could remember what they were. In the old days, I’d pick up 
a piece of literature, maybe make a few notes on it, and then when I got down to 
writing the report, I’d have that material I need. Now, nobody brings literature to 
the show, they give you a business card and tell you to go to the web site, and I 
end up with a handful of cards that aren’t associated with any products. I need an 
intern. Until then, you’ll just have to take what I can remember or reconstruct.  
 
Until then . . .  


